With a generic lattice model for electrons occupying a semi-infinite crystal with a hard surface, we study the eigenstates of the system with a bulk band gap (or the gap with nodal points). The exact solution to the wave functions of scattering states is obtained. From the scattering states, we derive the criterion for the existence of surface states. The wave functions and the energy of the surface states are then determined. We obtain a connection between the wave functions of the bulk states and the surface states. For electrons in a system with time-reversal symmetry, with this connection, we rigorously prove the correspondence between the change of Kramers degeneracy of the surface states and the bulk time-reversal Z2 invariant. The theory is applicable to systems of (topological) insulators, superconductors, and semi-metals. Examples for solving the edge states of electrons with/without the spin-orbit interactions in graphene with a hard zigzag edge and that in a two-dimensional d-wave superconductor with a (1,1) edge are given in appendices.
I. INTRODUCTION
Surface states (SSs) of electron systems [1, 2] can exist in crystals of superconductors [3] [4] [5] , semi-metals [6] [7] [8] , and topological insulators (TI) [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The existence of SSs in interface between metals or superconductors leads to sizable electronic tunneling [16] [17] [18] . The TI is characterized by the existence of the conducting SSs and an insulating bulk gap generated by the spin-orbit interactions (SOI). The materials existing SSs have prospective applications in electronic/spintronic devices. In particular, the TI can be used to conduct spins on the surface due to spin-Hall effect so that there is no electric resistance and no energy cost [9] [10] [11] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
The existence of SSs in TI is considered as topologically protected. There is a correspondence between the existence of SSs and the topological property of the bulk states. For classification of the TI on the basis of the topological invariant [25, 26] , Kane et. al. [19, [27] [28] [29] introduce the time reversal (TR) polarization and define the Z 2 topological invariant for the bulk states. The Z 2 topological invariant is interpreted using a Laughlin-type fictitious experiment [30] . In the Laughlin's construction for the quantum Hall effect on a cylinder, the change of magnetic flux inserted in the cylinder can transfer electrons from one end to another through the cylinder. The charge transfer can be interpreted as a change in the charge polarization of the cylinder. Since the charge transfer corresponds to the change of the number of edge states [31, 32] , the charge polarization is a description of the number of edge states. In a TI, there are two type states for electrons because of the Kramers degeneracy. In analogous to the quantum Hall effect on a cylinder, the TR polarization is associated with the Kramers degeneracy of the two type edge states. On the other hand, the change of the momentum parallel to the edge of the cylinder plays the role of the change of flux. Therefore, the Z 2 invariant being the change of the TR polarization between two invariant momenta parallel to the edge is interpreted as the change of the Kramers degeneracy of SSs between the two invariant momenta. For a three dimensional system, the Z 2 invariant is interpreted using the similar analogy with quantum Hall effect.
The SSs and the bulk-boundary correspondence have been studied by many theoretical works using various concrete models including lattice [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] and continuous models [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . In some of the existing works, the SSs are analytically solved by imposing special boundary conditions [36, 39] . The zero-energy edge states are studied for the Dirac fermions and topological superconductors [35, 38] . For the continuous model, a set of the parameters for the boundary conditions needs to be determined by the bulk system and the crystal potential near the surface [45] . It is shown that the boundary conditions strongly affect the spectrum of the SSs and even the existence of the states near the zero momentum parallel to the surface.
Most works study the bulk-boundary correspondence using analogy with the charge transfer by flux change in quantum Hall effect [19, 27-29, 33, 47, 48] . In fact, the Z 2 invariant is a characteristic of the bulk system rather than depending on the conditions of the crystal surface. After all, the edge states in the quantum Hall effect are the Landau edge states. They are certainly different from the SSs of a TI in the absence of the magnetic field. A question still remains as how to prove the bulk-boundary correspondence on a generic model with the TR symmetry without using analogy with the charge transfer by flux change.
In this paper, with a generic lattice model, we present exact solution to the scattering states of an electron system occupying a semi-infinite crystal with a hard surface. With the result, we derive the criterion for the existence of the SSs and determine the eigenvalues and wave functions of the SSs. We get the connection between the wave functions of the bulk states and the SSs. For the elec-tron systems with the TRS in TIs, with this connection, we prove the correspondence between the Kramers degeneracy of the SSs below the Fermi energy and the TR polarization introduced by Kane et. al. without using analogy with the charge transfer by flux change in quantum Hall effect. We present examples for solving the edge states of electrons with/without the SOI in graphene for a number of cases and that in a two-dimensional d-wave superconductor.
For concisely illustrating the physics, we present the theory for the simple band structure in the main text. We extend the analysis to the cases of more complicated band structures in the appendices.
II. BULK STATES
We consider an electron system occupying a semiinfinite lattice with a hard surface. The x axis of the coordinates is set as along the inner normal direction of the surface. The unit cell of the lattice contains n atoms (or n orbitals for an electron). The Hamiltonian of the system is given by
ils creating an electron of spin s on lth atom of ith unit cell, H ij is a 2n × 2n matrix, and the sum runs over the unit cells in the semi-infinite space i x ≥ 1 and j x ≥ 1. Since the momentum parallel to the surface, k , is a good quantum number, we will work in the space of k but real space along the x axis. In this space, the Hamiltonian H ij then reads H(l, k ) with l = j x − i x . We suppose that the electron hopping is confined within a range: −L ≤ l ≤ L. For brevity of description, we hereafter may suppress the argument k unless it leads to confusion it will be explicitly written out again. We will use the units in which e =h = 1.
First, we study the bulk eigenstates of electrons in the infinite lattice. The bulk states can be used as the basis for investigating the eigenstates of the system with a surface. For the bulk states, we work in the momentum k space. The wave function y(k) and the energy E(k) of the bulk states are determined by
where α = 1, · · · , 2n means there are 2n energy bands. The transpose of the wave function y(k) is expressed as
where u's and v's are the components and N k is the normalization constant given by
Here, we analyse the property of the wave function. Define the variable z = exp(ik x ) with k x as the momentum along x axis. Since H(k) is the Fourier transform of H(−l, k ) with −L ≤ l ≤ L, it can be written as
where h(z) is a 2n × 2n matrix; each element of h(z) is a polynomial of z. The highest order of the polynomial among these elements is 2L. The energy E is determined by
The left hand side is a polynomial of z and z L E with their highest orders as respectively 4nL and 2n. For a given momentum k (and thereby z) there are 2n solutions to E. Each solution E is a function of z. Denote the cofactor of the λth element in the first row of matrix h(z) − z L E as ∆ 1λ , which is a polynomial of z and z L E. A solution to the components u's and v's can be obtained as
This solution to equation (1) can be checked with equation (3). So far, these results are defined on the unit circle |z| = 1 in the z plane.
We now take analytical continuation of the results in the z plane. Note that there are 2n branches of E for z varying in the z plane. For the one to one correspondence between E and z, we need to consider one z plane for each energy band; the 2n energy bands correspond to 2n z planes. Clearly, E is an analytical function of z except at z = 0 because of h(z) being analytical in the given z plane. In the limit z → 0, z L E should be finite or vanish to satisfy equation (3) . Therefore, we have E ∝ z −L at most in the limit z → 0. Thus, the cofactors ∆ 1λ 's and thereby the wave function w k defined in equation (2) are analytical functions of z in the z plane. Note that the components u's and v's can be multiplied with an analytical function of z. The resulted wave function still satisfies equation (1) .
On the other hand, in general, the normalization constant N k is not an analytical function of z. In N k , for example, |u λ | 2 = u λ u * λ , the derivative of u * λ with respect to z does not satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann equation.
III. EIGENSTATES OF ELECTRONS IN SEMI-INFINITE SPACE
Studying the eigenstates in the semi-infinite space is essentially a one-dimensional problem. In this section, we proceed the analysis starting from the scattering states of the electrons in a given band without any degeneracy.
Incoming and outgoing waves. An incoming wave to the surface with wavenumber k is defined as the wave with negative velocity v k = dE/dk < 0. Accordingly, an outgoing wave is defined as that of positive velocity. The
(color online) Top panel: Sketch of an energy band. The wavenumbers of incoming and outgoing waves are denoted as red and blue dots, respectively. Lower panel: Under the mapping z = exp(iq), the points on the energy curve in the top panel are mapped onto the unit circle. Under analytical continuation with the points of incoming waves move to inside the unit circle, the points of outgoing waves go outside the unit circle. evanescent waves are those waves with their amplitudes damping as the distance from the surface increasing.
Since the energy is a periodic continuous function of the momentum, we suppose there are m maxima (and also m minima) in an energy band E(k) within the period −π < k ≤ π and all the maxima (minima) have the same value E M (E m ). Therefore, we have E m ≤ E(k) ≤ E M . Such an energy band is shown in the top panel of figure  1 . The number of the incoming waves is the same as the outgoing waves. The total number of the incoming and outgoing waves at a given energy E is 2m, which is the number of the independent plane waves of bulk states degenerated at the same energy E. Under the z mapping, the 2m incoming and outgoing wavenumbers at energy E are mapped to 2m points on the unit circle |z| = 1 in the z plane.
For later use, here, we consider the property of the incoming and outgoing waves under the analytical continuation with changing their real wavenumbers to complex wavenumbers. Consider the energy E to be analytically continued to complex energy E → E + iǫ with ǫ as a infinitesimal small quantity. Then, the momentum k is changed to k + iδ with δ determined by
For a given ǫ, because of the dependence of velocity dE/dk, the signs of δ for incoming and outgoing waves are opposite. Therefore, under the analytical continuation in the z plane, with the points of incoming waves moving to inside (outside) the unit circle, the points of outgoing waves go outside (inside) it. For briefly expressing the wave function of the scattering state, we hereafter denote the lattice coordinate j x simply as j, and k x as k. In real space, the bulk eigenstate of momentum k is a plane wave with the wave function given by
with z k = exp(ik). For an evanescent wave of complex wavenumberk = k r + ik i with k i > 0, its wave function is denoted as
A. Scattering states
The wave function of a scattering state in which the electrons freely move in the system is superposed by the incoming and outgoing and evanescent waves. Consider a wave with wavenumber q µ is incoming to the surface. It can be reflected by the surface to all the degenerated outgoing waves of wavenumbers k ν 's. Besides these waves, there are evanescent waves by the reflection. To see this, we consider the solutions to equation (3) for a given energy E. Note that the order of the polynomial in equation (3) is 2L × 2n = 4nL. Besides the 2m waves with real wavenumbers in the band under consideration, there are 2(2nL − m) additional waves of complex wavenumbers. These waves can be considered as the analytical continuation of incoming and outgoing waves of other bands. The 2nL − m (half total) complex wavenumbers have positive imaginary parts. These waves are the evanescent waves. All the rest 2nL − m waves of wavenumbers with negative imaginary parts are growing waves, not satisfying the boundary condition at j → ∞. These growing waves should be ignored in the scattering waves.
Wave functions of scattering states. With the above discussion and the definitions, we are ready to express the wave function of the scattering state of the incoming wave with wavenumber q µ reflected to all the outgoing waves k ν 's and the evanescent wavesk λ 's all degenerated at energy E. For brevity, we will denote φ qµ (j), φ kν (j) and ϕk λ (j) simply as φ µ (j), φ ν (j) and ϕ λ (j), respectively. Up to a normalization constant, the wave function of this state is given by
where S νµ and D λµ are constants depending on the energy E.
The above analysis is also applicable to the process that a single outgoing wave comes from all the incoming waves and the evanescent waves under the surface reflections. The wave function is given by the similar formula as equation (7) where the wavenumbers q µ and k ν 's are understood as the outgoing (with dE/dq µ > 0) and incoming (dE/dk ν < 0) waves, respectively. We can then allow the wavenumber q varies in the whole range (−π, π).
For the sake of description, we collect the wave functions in matrix forms as
where the vector k stands for (k 1 , · · · , k m ) and the vector k for (k 1 ,k 2 , · · · ,k 2nL−m ) . Now, the formula (7) can be written in the compact form
where S is a matrix of dimension m×m and D is a matrix of dimension (2nL − m) × m. Because all the incoming and outgoing and evanescent waves in the wave function given by equation (8) satisfy the Schrödinger equation in the bulk region (j > L), the wave function ψ(j, E) satisfies the equation too,
The matrices S and D should be determined by the boundary condition at the surface.
Boundary condition. The surface of the lattice is defined as the truncation of the hopping. The electron cannot go out the lattice because of the vanishing of the hopping to a site outside the lattice. Close to the surface as shown in figure 2, for 1 < j ≤ L, the Schrödinger equation is different from equation (9) . Now, it is given by
This is the boundary condition to the wave function at the surface. For the convenience of using this boundary condition, we rewrite equation (10) . By extending the definition of wave function given by equation (7) to 1 − L ≤ j ≤ 0, we write the left hand side of equation (10) as
Note that the first term in the right hand side of equation (11) equals Eψ(j; E). From equations (10) and (11), we get
This is the equivalent form of equation (10) . We emphasize that from equation (12) one cannot assert the vanishing of the wave function at sites 1 − L ≤ j ≤ 0.
Remark. The surface of the lattice system is defined as the truncation of the hopping rather than an infinitive potential barrier. In real space, the wave function of an electron is defined within the lattice j ≥ 1. Equation (12) says how the wave function would be if an electron went out the surface.
To proceed, we define the matrix
and matrices
The dimensions of h( k), Y ( k) and A( k) are 2nL × 2nm, 2nm × m, and 2nL × m, respectively. Similarly, we can define the corresponding matrices for the evanescent waves. With these definitions, the L equations (12) for j = 1, 2, · · · , L can be written in a compact form
By denoting
equation (17) reads,
Since the m wave functions of real wavenumbers as the diagonal elements in Y ( k) and the 2nL−m evanescent wave functions in Y ( k ) are all independent, the 2nL columns of matrix A c are linearly independent vectors. Therefore, the matrix A c is invertible. We thus have
which is the solution to the constants S and D.
Here, we go further to analyse the solution. Since the diagonal elements (column vectors) of Y ( q) are m independent wave functions, the m columns of A( q) are thereby independent vectors. Therefore, the rank of A( q) is m. According to the algebra theory, there exist m independent row vectors in A( q). The other 2nL − m row vectors depend linearly on these m independent vectors. These 2nL − m vectors can be eliminated by a row transformation R( q). Therefore, A( q) can be transformed to matrix M ( q) with M ( q) as a square block matrix M ( q) of dimension m × m of rank m and the rest block as zero matrix,
Thus, the solution to X can be rewritten as
Equation (21) is the central result of this paper. (15) with the components y(k)'s replaced by w(k)'s and (17) by left product. The diagonal matrix f ( q) from A( q) can also be absorbed to S and D by right product f −1 ( q) to both sides of equation (17) . All these mean that we can consider the components y's in the matrix Y simply as w's. As indicated in sectin 2, the factor 1/N k is not the analytical function of z = exp(ik). By absorbing these factors to the unknown coefficients, we get A( k) = h( k)W ( k). The advantage of using w is due to its simple analytical property. Hereafter, we will use this simplification.
The µth column of A( q) is a function of q µ . Since all the momenta q µ 's are related with the same energy E, E(q µ ) = E(q 1 ), we can consider A( q) as a function of q 1 . Using the variable z ≡ exp(iq 1 ), A( q) can be considered as a function of z in the z plane. Notice that
The derivative dz µ /dz exists only if the ratio in the right hand side of this equation exists. Though the µth column of A( q) is an analytical function of z µ under the analytical continuation in the z plane, as a function of z, it may be singular at some points where the derivative dz µ /dz does not exist. Except for these singular points, A( q) can be analytically defined in the z plane. Under the row transformation R( q), the obtained matrix M ( q) has the same analytical property as A( q) in the z plane.
B. Surface States
Now, we study the SSs. We note that the SSs are analogous to the bound states in a central force. Here, we analyse the SSs in the present problem with the similar approach for searching the bound states in the central force [49, 50] .
We consider the case of changing the energy beyond the extrema of the band. We present the analysis for lowering the energy to below the lower bound E m of the band. The case of raising the energy above the upper bound can be analysed accordingly. As shown in Appendix A, the wavenumbers q's and k's become pairs of complex conjugates for E < E m . For example, the wavenumbers k 1 and q 2 as shown in figure 1 move toward to q m in the process of lowering the energy in the band. Below the minimum E m , they are k 1 = q m − iq i and q 2 = q m + iq i . For q i > 0, the wave of q 2 = q m +iq i is an evanescent wave with its amplitude damping as increasing the distance from the surface, while the wave of k 1 = q m − iq i is growing with distance.
For E < E m and q i > 0, the components of φ q (j) in the wave function ψ(j; E) given by equation (8) are evanescent waves. On the other hand, the components of φ k (j) in ψ(j; E) are the growing waves as j increasing. The wave function ψ(j; E) does not satisfy the boundary condition at j → ∞. However, at certain energy, the determinant of M ( q) may vanish
Then, there exist a nonzero vector a (of m components) that
From equation (21), we then have Xa = 0 and thereby Sa = Da = 0. Applying equation (23) we get a wave function
Therefore, the vector a eliminates the growing waves and the evanescent waves of other bands. The obtained wave function given by equation (24) satisfies the boundary conditions at the surface and at j → ∞. Thus, the wave function ψ b (j; E) describes a SS. Equation (22) is the criterion for the existence of the SSs. This is another central result of this work. In Appendix B, we show equation (22) is the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the SSs.
From equation (24), we get a conclusion that the SS consists of evanescent waves only belonging to the band under consideration. There is no any other evanescent wave from other bands in the components of the SS. This is different from the scattering states in which the evanescent waves from other bands are mixed in. This is an interesting result.
In other words, the above conclusion can be expressed as that all the SSs of the system are classified by the continuous bands.
The matrix M ( q) here takes the role of the generalised Jost function (matrix) in the theory of scattering states of electrons in a central force [49, 50] . In that case, the existence of bound states is determined by the zeros of the determinant of the generalised Jost function. All the bound states are classified with the angular momentum. However, the situations are different in the two problems. there are only the scatterings between the incoming and outgoing waves. Figure 3 shows the mapping z = exp(iq). With lowering the energy E below the lower bound of the band, z q2 moves on the blue dash-dot line inside the unit circle. The angle of this blue dash-dot line equals q m . On the other hand, z k1 moves on this line outside the unit circle. Since there are m minima in the energy band, we get m blue dash-dot lines in the z plane. All m pairs of q and k are then mapped to these m blue dash-dot lines, respectively. For the energy above the upper bound of the band, the wavenumbers are mapped to the red dashed lines. The angle of each red dashed line is given by the momentum at the corresponding maximum of the energy band.
Distribution of the zeros of det M ( q). From the above analysis, we get that the zeros of det M ( q) are distributed on the blue dash-dot (red dashed) lines inside the unit circle for energy below (above) the lower (upper) bound of the band.
To count the number of the SSs of a band, we need to find out all the zeros of det M ( q). When z = exp(iq 1 ) arrives at a zero on its blue dash-dot line inside the unit circle, the other m − 1 variables z µ = exp(iq µ ) (µ = 2, · · · , m) respectively arrive at the zeros on their lines. Therefore, all these m zeros correspond to a single SS. To count the number of zeros of det M ( q), one usually performs the contour integral in the complex z plane.
As noted above, the matrix A( q) and thereby the matrix M ( q) are not simple analytical functions of z in the unit circle. There my be singular points, which should be excluded from the interior of the contour. In addition, some of the zeros of det M ( q) inside the unit circle may be branch points. Close to these zeros
1/ni with n i an integer. We need to distinguish these irregular zeros from the regular ones in det M ( q). For regular zeros z r , det M ( q) ∝ (z − z r ) nr with n r as positive integer when z close to z r . (The exponent n r can be larger than unity for the case when the regular zeros can group into multiple ones.) For the case there is one kind of irregular zeros, det M ( q) can be factorized as det M ( q) = D r (z)D i (z) with D r (z) and D i (z) containing the regular and irregular zeros, respectively. For counting the SSs from the irregular zeros of det M ( q) by performing the contour integral, the contour should encircle each of these irregular zero points n i times. Under these considerations, the number of the SSs of the energy band is then given by
where the dependence of k has been written out explicitly, the factor 1/m eliminates the multiple counting. A sketch for the contour c is shown in figure 4 . We will give an example for the existence of the irregular zeros in Appendix E. The result given by equation (25) is different from that for the bound states of a central force. In the latter case, the relevant zeros for the bound states are all regular ones (n i = 1) [49, 50] . The reason is that the energymomentum relation for free electrons in that case is the simple parabolic form rather than the band structure discussed here.
The above analysis can be extended to the more general cases of complicated band structures with the maxima/minima not equal valued or with bands overlapping. The presentation is given in Appendix C.
D. Remarks
Here, we need to make a few remarks in closing this section.
1. The solution given by equation (19) is obtained by assuming that A c is invertible. There is the case that the matrix A c is not invertible at some momenta. The wave functions of the scattering states at these momenta are therefore not uniquely defined. However, the uncertainty of the wave functions at these momenta does not results in any physical consequence as long as the measure of the momentum integral at these momenta to any physical quantity is zero.
2. The analysis of the SSs is started from equation (21). As noted above, when the matrix A c at some momenta is not invertible, the analysis is not valid. In such a case, suppose the parallel momentum is k 0 . We define the SSs at the parallel momentum k 0 as that in the limit k → k 0 . Close to k 0 , as long as the band structure without abrupt change, the number m and thereby the matrix A( q) do not abruptly change in the limit k → k 0 . The above result for the SSs is still valid. Such a case is discussed with an example given in Appendix E 1.
3. The SSs are obtained by analytical continuation from the wave function of the scattering states. On the other hand, one may consider a different way to search the SSs instead of doing the analytical continuation. In principle, the wave function of a SS can be expanded in terms of all the 2nL evanescent waves. Denote the 2nL coefficients of the corresponding waves by a vector C (of dimension 2nL). According to the same procedure in A, one gets
where q denotes the 2nL complex wavenumbers of all the evanescent waves. With the same reason as argued in Appendix B and using Gauss elimination, the matrix A( q) can be transformed as
where R is a row transformation, and M i is the M matrix defined above for ith band. The rank of M i is m i . The sum of all m i equals 2nL. Note that if there exists overlapping between some bands, those overlapped bands should be considered as a whole as one band. Equation (26) means that all the solutions to C are determined by
where c i is a vector of dimension m i representing the coefficients of the evanescent waves in the ith band. Clearly, equation (27) is the same equation as given by (23) .
IV. SYSTEM WITH TRS
Here, we apply the previous results to the electron system with the TRS.
Time-reversal symmetry implies that the electron system is invariant under the operation θ = iσ y K with σ y the Pauli matrix (operating in the spin space) and K the complex conjugation operator. In real space under consideration, the TRS is reflected by θH(l, k )θ
For the bulk states, by the TRS, θH(k)θ −1 = H(−k), there exists the Kramers degeneracy between the bulk states y II (−k) and θy I (k) with energy E II (−k) = E I (k). Therefore, the 2n energy bands come in pairs. One of the pairs is depicted in figure 5 . For the case of only the Kramers degeneracy existing, these eigenstates satisfy the relation [27] θy transformation T . Suppose the degeneracy in states of each type is d. All the energy bands will be grouped to n/d bands. By writing the wave function in a compact form,
, the TR operation on the degenerated states is given by
where T (k) is a 2d × 2d unitary matrix. For the case of two type states not degenerated at the same momentum, T (k) is an off-diagonal-block matrix
where t(k) is a d × d unitary matrix, and t t (−k) is the transpose of t(−k). For d = 1, t(k) is given by exp(−iχ −k ) as defined by equation (28) .
At the TRS points Γ's (in the Brillouin zone) that θψ(Γ) = ψ(Γ)T (Γ), T (Γ) is an asymmetric matrix because of θ 2 = −1. Now, we study the SSs of electrons in the system. For the purpose of proving the correspondence between the change of Kramers degeneracy of the SSs and the bulk time-reversal Z 2 invariant, we confine ourselves to the case of k = Γ . For illustrating the physics, here, we study the problem with the simplest case that there is only one maximum/minimum (m = 1) in the band of each type as shown in figure 5 . We also suppose that there is no any other degeneracy in the two type states except the Kramers degeneracy. This means d = 1 here. The discussion for more general cases is given in Appendix D.
Since the energy bands of the two type states are overlapped, there are surface reflections between the two bands in the scattering states. Therefore, we need to consider the two overlapped bands as a whole as one band. We then can use the one-band theory given in section 3. The central work for searching the SSs is to find out the zeros of M ( q). The starting point is to define the wave function φ q (j). In the present case, we need to include both states of type I and type II in φ q (j). Now, it is defined as
For
is a growing wave too. We hereafter write −k as −k * explicitly. With the definition of φ q (j), the matrix A( q) is then obtained accordingly as
By a row transformation R(q), we can obtain
and
Here M I (q) is defined similarly as by equation (20) . The wave function in M I (q) comes from the type I state. Under the mapping z = exp(iq), det M I (q) as a function of z can be analytically defined within the unit circle in the z plane. [Here, though M I (q) is a scalar, we keep using the term 'matrix' for extending the results to more general case of m > 1 and d > 1.] The SSs can be analysed accordingly as described in section 3 B. The existence of the SSs is determined by det M I (q) = 0.
The solution to the nonvanishing vector a is a t = (a I , 0). According to equation (25) , the number of the SSs ψ I b (j; E) is obtained by
Here, for m =1 and d = 1, since det M I (q) = M I (q) is an analytical function inside the unit circle in the z plane, the contour c can be defined along the unit circle |z| = 1.
On the other hand, we can consider similarly the SSs ψ II b (j; E) constructed by the type II evanescent waves. To study the type II SSs, we need to find out the matrix M II (q). Since φ I q (j) and φ II −q (j) for real wavenumber q are the bulk states, they are related by the TR transformation. Using this fact, we can obtain a relation between the matrices A I (q) and A II (−q) and thereby M I (q) and M II (−q). According to this consideration, we derive the relation between the numbers of the two type SSs in follows.
Under the TR transformation, for real wavenumber q, we have
which comes from equation (30) . For the matrix θA I (q), we have
Note that iσ y = σ z σ x in θ in equation (37) plays a role of row transformation. In general, the matrix M ( q) is composed by the m linearly independent rows of the matrix A( q) as stated in section 3. The action of iσ y on A( q) changes the order of these rows and multiplies some rows by -1. However, after the operation iσ y , the original m linearly independent rows are still linearly independent. The further operation K just takes the complex conjugation. As a result, det M ( q) is changed to ± det M * ( q) when A( q) is transformed to θA( q). Here, the factor ± stems from the operation iσ y on A( q).
With the above consideration, from equation (37), we get
The number N II (Γ ) is then given by
where the second line is obtained by using the relation (38), det t(q) is supposed to be analytical function of z inside the unit circle with all the possible zeros as the regular zeros, and p(±π) = det t(±π) in the last line is the Pfaffian of matrix T (Γ) at momentum Γ = (±π, Γ ).
This number should be an integer because of the single valued condition for the wave function. The SSs ψ As shown in Appendix D, equation (40) is valid for more general cases of the complicated band structures. For a TI, the total number ∆N (Γ ) below the Fermi energy, p(±π) in equation (40) is understood as the Pfaffian of matrix T (±π) operating on the space spanned by the states below the Fermi energy at q = ±π.
Equation (40) is the same result as given by Fu and Kane [27] . The right hand side of equation (40) is obtained as the TR polarization P θ by Fu and Kane. With P θ , they then define the TR Z 2 invariant. Thus, the correspondence between the change of the Kramers degeneracy of SSs and bulk TR Z 2 invariant can be proved using the present result. The further proof of this correspondence is the same procedure as given by Fu and Kane [27] . We do not repeat it here.
V. CONCLUSION
With the generic model, we have studied the eigenstates of the electrons occupying a semi-infinite lattice with a hard surface. We have obtained the exact solution to the wave functions of scattering states. By analytical continuation of the wave functions of scattering states, we obtain the SSs.
A SS is composed by the evanescent waves of a given band. It is determined by the matrix M ( q) at the zeros of det M ( q) in the unit circle in the z plane under the mapping z = exp(iq). The complex wavenumbers of the evanescent waves are determined by equation (22) . The energy of a SS is given by E(q). The wave function is determined by equation (24) . These results mean that all the SSs are classified by the continuous energy bands. In Appendix C, we have generalised the analysis to the cases of all possible complicated band structures.
The matrix M ( q) describes a connection between the wave functions of the bulk states and the SSs. For real wavenumber, the matrix M ( q) describes the property of the bulk states. On the other hand, the matrix at the zeros of det M ( q) in the unit circle in the z plane under the mapping z = exp(iq) determines the SSs. With this connection, we have proved the correspondence between the Kramers degeneracy of the SSs and TR polarization P θ introduced by Fu and Kane [27] . By using this result, the correspondence between of the change of Kramers degeneracy of the SSs and the Z 2 invariant of a topological insulator can be proved as done in Ref. [27] .
The analysis is applicable to electron systems in (topological) insulators, superconductors, and semi-metals. We have given some examples in Appendix E for investigating edge states with the theory in graphene with/without spin-orbit interactions and in a d-wave superconductor.
A more realistic model for the surface of electron system should include the on-site potentials and the varying hopping within a distance from the surface. The validity of correspondence between the Kramers degeneracy of the SSs and the TR polarization P θ (introduced by Fu and Kane) can be shown for the realistic model. A paper on the proof is under preparing. The wavenumbers q's and k's become pairs of complex conjugates when the energy is beyond the extrema of the band.
We consider the case of the energy below the lower bound E m of the band, E < E m . The case of the energy above the upper bound of the band can be analysed accordingly.
For example, consider the evolution of k 1 and q 2 in figure 1 in the process of lowering the energy. When k 1 becomes complex with negative imaginary part, the wavenumber q 2 has positive imaginary part [as stated after equation (4)]. By the energy equation E = E(q r + iq i ) = E * (q r + iq i ) = E(q r − iq i ), k 1 and q 2 should be complex conjugates of each other, k 1 = q r − iq i and q 2 = q r + iq i . Further more, by expanding the energy E(q r ± iq i ) at q m , we have
dq n | q=qm . To satisfy E(q r + iq i ) = E(q r − iq i ), we must have q r = q m and E (n) (q m ) = 0 for odd n. As a result, we get k 1 = q m − iq i and q 2 = q m + iq i . Here, we show equation (22) is the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of surface states. Note that equation (17) can be rewritten as
with
where I is an unit matrix of dimension m×m. The ranks of A( q) and A( k ) are m and 2nL − m (see the statement in Sec. III A), respectively. By row transformation R( q),
where C 1 and C 2 are matrices of dimensions m × (2nL − m) and (2nL − m) × (2nL − m), respectively. Since the rank of the matrix [A( q), −A( k )] is 2nL, the rank of C 2 is 2nL−m [the same rank of A( k )]. Therefore, the 2nL−m rows of C 2 are linear independent vectors. All the rows in C 1 are linear dependent on these 2nL − m rows of C 2 . By a row transformation R c , the matrix C 1 can be eliminated. We then get
The row transformations on A( q) and A( k ) amount to choose the linear independent row vectors and eliminate the linear dependent ones. Then, equation (B1) can be written as
Now, consider the analytical continuation by changing the energy beyond the extrema of the band. At certain energy E, suppose there exists a non-zero vector a that Sa = 0. By multiplying equation (B3) with a by rightproduct, we have
From equation (B4), we get M ( q)a = 0. The second equation C 2 Da = 0 is then automatically satisfied because of Da = 0 [see equation (21)]. For the existence of the non-zero vector a, the necessary and sufficient condition is det M ( q) = 0.
Appendix C: General Band Structures
In real problems, the energy band structures are generally not the simple one as that discussed in section 3. In general, there is an equal number of maxima and ninima in an band. However, all maxima (minima) may not have the same energy. Here, we illustrate how to apply the theory in section 3 to general cases with more complicated band structures.
(i) Band with non-equal-valued maxima (minima). Without loss of generality, we consider the case that there is one maximum with a different value from the highest maximum. Such an energy band with m = 2 is depicted in figure C1 . Above a critical energy E c , the number of the incoming waves (also of the outgoing waves) is m − 1. The absent incoming and outgoing waves are lost at the wavenumber q c0 . As discussed in Appendix A, the wavenumbers of the absent incoming and outgoing waves for E c < E < E M have become q c0 + iq i and q c0 − iq i , respectively. As depicted in top panel in figure C1 , we use the red-dashed vertical line to present the absent evanescent wave with wavenumber q c0 +iq i . Under the mapping z = exp(iq), this vertical line is mapped to the line along o − q c0 direction with angle equal to q c0 . For the scattering states of energy E with E c < E < E M , we need to add the evanescent wave to ϕ and to drop the growing wave from φ k since it does not satisfy the boundary condition at j → ∞. We then get a similar expression for the wave function as given by equation (8) .
In-band surface states. On the other hand, there may be the possibility that the evanescent wave evolves to a SS. This is an in-band SS. To get the criterion for the existence of this SS, we still consider the matrix M ( q) of dimension m × m for E < E c . Now, one column of M ( q), say the mth column, is associated with the evanescent wave when E c < E < E M . Suppose by row transformation M ( q) is transformed to
The block M (m−1)×(m−1) is associated with the (m − 1) real (incoming or outgoing) waves and thereby det M (m−1)×(m−1) = 0. Under analytical continuation as E going above E c from below, if r = 0 at a certain energy (< E M ), we will get an nonzero vector a t = (0, · · · , 0, 1) (with the superscript t denoting the transpose) satisfying M ( q)a = 0 and thus obtain a SS coming from the evanescent wave. Clearly, the criterion for the existence of this SS is still given by equation (22) . As shown in figure C1, for energy E, E c < E < E M , the real incoming and outgoing waves are defined respectively on the arcs q M − q c and k c − q M on the unit circle in the z plane, while the evanescent wave is defined on the line q c0 − M along the radial direction. When the real wavenumber q varies from k c → q M → q c , the energy varies as E c → E M → E c . Meanwhile, the point reflecting the evanescent wave moves as q c0 → M → q c0 in the z plane. The green points f and s are the zeros of det M ( q) giving rise to the single in-band SS.
The contour of the integral in equation (25) is now deformed with a small arc close to point f shown in lower panel of figure C1 . The green points are the possible zeros of det M ( q). Instead to consider the small arc, the point at f can be considered as close to the unit circle from the inside. It means that the wavenumber at point f has an infinitesimal small positive imaginary part. With the small arc close to the point f in the contour, all the zeros for the in-band state are included in the integral. Since the evanescent wave defined on the line q c0 − M and the real wave defined in the arc k c − q M − q c are associated with the same energy, the small arc close to point s is a correspondence to the one close to f . For the energy E above the upper bound E M of the band, all the waves involved in composing the matrix M ( q) become evanescent waves and the more possible zero points are placed on the radial lines o−q M and o−M . Here, the angle of radial line o − q M is the momentum q M .
The analysis can be extended to the band structure with several non-equal maxima. For a more general band structure, all the minima may not equal valued either. We can extend the above analysis to this case as well.
There may be the cases that the highest minimum energy is larger than the lowest maximum energy. An inband SS may consist of the evanescent waves defined in both the red dash and the blue dash-dot lines in figure  C1 . These lines in the lower panel of figure C1 have the similar meanings as defined in figure 3 .
Zeros distribution. From the example and the analysis in section 3 for the zeros of det M ( q), we get the following conclusions. (1) For the in-band SSs, some of the zeros of det M ( q) distribute on the dashed and/or dash-dot lines in the unit circle and the rest zeros distribute on the unit circle as shown in figure C1 . (2) For the SSs with energy above the top bound of the band, all the zeros distribute on the red dashed lines. (3) For the SSs with energy below the lower bound of the band, all the zeros distribute on the blue dash-dot lines. At these zeros of det M ( q), the energies are real and the wave functions represent physical SSs.
(ii) Overlapped bands. When there exists overlapping between energy bands, an incoming wave can be reflected to outgoing waves of all overlapped bands. All the over- lapped bands should be considered as one band. The upper bound of the band is given by the highest maximum in the overlapped bands, while the lower bound is the lowest minimum. The rank m is then the sum of the ranks of the individual bands. An example of two overlapped bands is shown in figure C2 . The vertical lines for defining the evanescent waves are also depicted in figure  C2 . Now, the incoming (outgoing) waves include all that of the individual bands. Thus, the formalism given in section 3 along with the extension discussed in case (i) is applicable to the present case.
To apply the contour integral given by equation (25) for the present case, here, we need to clearly define the z mapping and the contour in the z plane for energy bands with overlapping.
The z mapping. We take z = z r = exp(iq r1 ) of the red band shown in figure C2 . Then, all other q µ 's of red band and q ν 's of blue band in the incoming (outgoing) waves are determined by E r (q µ ) = E b (q ν ) = E r (q r1 ). We can also take z b = exp(iq b1 ), which is a function of z. Under the mapping, the red and blue bands are mapped to z r plane and z b plane, respectively. In figure C2 , each dashed (dash-dot) line is for defining the evanescent wave for energy above (below) the maximum (minimum) As shown in figure C2 , corresponding to one SS, the zeros of det M ( q) are the m r and m b points in the z r plane and z b plane, respectively. We need to perform the contour integral in one plane, for example, the z r plane. Since z b is a function of z r , the zeros in z b plane are automatically counted. In the z r plane, the contour encircles each zero m l /m r times. We define this number as the encircling number for each zero. The total encircling number in the z r plane is m r · m l /m r = m l . Similarly, the total encircling number in the z b plane is m b · m l /m b = m l . We need to divide the contour integral by m l .
The analysis can be extended to the case of more than two overlapped bands.
(iii) Degenerated bands. For an energy band with degeneracy d, there exist surface reflections between the degenerated states. This is a special case of d bands with overlapping. The wave functions for the scattering states can be still written as equation (8) but with the components of φ q (j) understood as
Though the momenta of the components of φ qµ (j) are the same q µ , they are independent column vectors. By definition, the rank of M (q) now is md. On the other hand, for counting the number of SSs, we note that the contour for integral is defined in the single z plane. For one SS, the number of zeros of det M (q) is m. Therefore, the formula for counting the number of SSs is the same as equation (25) .
So far, we have considered all possible cases of the band structures in real problems.
Appendix D: SS in sytems with TRS
Here, we analyse the eigenstates of electrons with TRS for complicated band structures. The number m of the maxima/minima of the band can be larger than unity. There may be other degeneracy in the two type states besides the Kramers degeneracy. For these more general cases, we derive equation (40) .
(i) The two type states not degenerated at the same momentum. A sketch of the energy bands is given in figure D1 . For the scattering states, there are reflections between the two type states. The wave functions of scat-tering states can be written as
where S's and D's are matrices. According to the arguments given in Appendix C, the two bands should be treated as one band. The wave functions of scattering states can be written in the compact form as given by equation (8) with the waves understood as
Under the TR operation, φ q,− k * (j) transforms as
with matrix X( q, k) defined as
which comes from equation (30) . Here, t( q) is a diagonal (block) matrix defined by
For the case there exist degeneracy other than the Kramers degeneracy in the states of each type, t(q) is a matrix as that appeared in equation (30) . Remark. In equation (D3), some of the wavenumbers may be complex. Suppose there is a maximum at momentum q c0 less than the largest maximum in the energy band of type I states. Such a structure has been shown in figure C1 . Then, there is a component with complex wavenumber q c0 +iq i (with q i > 0) in q. We need to define the matrix t(q) for complex q. As seen from the example shown in figure C1 , when the evanescent wave goes from q c0 to M and then returns to q c0 on the same way, the matrix t(q) at q = q c0 should not change. Therefore, we can define t(q) = t(q c0 ) for the evanescent wave running on its path. For the a growing wave with q c0 − iq i , we can similarly define t(q) = t(q c0 ).
Corresponding to equation (D1), the matrix A( q) is now defined as
Under the TR operation, A( q) transforms as
As analysed in section 4, when the components in φ I q (j) present evanescent (growing) waves, the components inφ II − k * (j) are growing (evanescent waves). In the present case, since the maxima (minima) may not equal valued, only some of the momenta in q and in − k * become complex when the energy between the maxima (minima) of a given band. When the energy beyond the extrema, all the momenta become complex. The in-band SSs and the in-gap SSs can be analysed equally in follows with the help as described in Appendix C. Allowing the components (or some of them) in φ I q (j) becoming the evanescent waves when changing the energy, we then construct the matrix A I ( q) and get the matrix M I ( q) by row transformation R( q) on A I ( q). Under the mapping z = exp(iq 1 ), the matrix M I ( q) as a function of z can be analytically defined inside the unit circle in the z plane. The existence of SSs is determined by det M I ( q) = 0.
A nonzero vector a I is then determined by
From a I , we obtain a nonzero vector a t = (a It , 0). The vector a satisfies the equation
The SSs so obtained consists of only the evanescent waves of type I states. The number of the SSs is given by
Similarly, we can determine the another type SSs ψ II b (j; E) by the corresponding matrix M II ( q). As stated in section 4, det M I ( q) is changed to ± det M I * ( q) when A I ( q) is transformed to θA I ( q). From equations (D3) and (D5), we get
The number of the type II SSs is calculated by
where the second line is obtained by using equation (D6).
Here, for the contour integral of a function f (q) analytically defined inside the unit circle in the z plane under the mapping z = exp(iq), we have
We have used this relation for getting the last line of equation (D7). By supposing the matrix t( q) to be analytical function of z inside the unit circle with all the possible zeros as the regular ones, the contour c in the last line of equation (D7) can be redefined on the unit circle in the z plane. Note that det t( q) = µ t(q µ ). For a real q 1 , some of other momenta q µ may be complex. Without loss of generality, we suppose that there is one of them is complex as shown in figure C1 . For performing the remained integral, we include the path q c0 → M → q c0 as shown in the lower panel figure C1 in the contour. The contribution from this path to the contour integral is zero. However, by including this path, we see that when the variable z = exp(iq 1 ) runs a round on the total contour all other variables z µ = exp(iq µ ) finish equally their round running on the total contour. With this consideration, the contour integral in equation (D7) reduces to all the m equal individual contour integrals. For the number difference between two type SSs, we get
where p(±π) = det t(±π) is the Pfaffian of matrix T (Γ) at momentum Γ = (±π, Γ ).
(ii) Type I and type II states degenerated at the same momentum. In this case, the two type states cannot be uniquely distinguished. The total degeneracy at a momentum is 2d. The component of φ q (j) at q µ now is the one with 2d components,
The band structure in this case can be considered as the red and blue curves in figure D1 merge into one curve under continuous change. Therefore, for energy beyond the extrema, when half of the components in φ qµ (j) are evanescent waves with wavenumber q 
With the definition of φ q
Now, the SSs can be analysed in parallel as that in (i). By a row transformation R( q + ), we obtain the matrix
Under the mapping z = exp(iq 1 ), the matrix M 1 ( q + ) as a function of z can be analytically defined inside the unit circle in the z plane. The SSs is determined by the matrix M 1 ( q + ). The number of the SSs so obtained is given by
On the other band, there is a solution with φ qµ (j) = φ q − µ ,q + µ (j) for energy beyond the extrema. One then defines the matrix A( q − , q + ) and then obtains a matrix det M 2 ( q + ) from A( q − , q + ) by row transformation. Notice that the waves φ q + ,q − (j) and φ −q + ,−q − (j) are related by the TR operation,
where we have used the fact that for complex wave numbers q + and q − the transformation is defined as at the corresponding real wavenumber q as indicated in (i). With equation (D12), we get
From equation (D13), we get the relation
The number of the SSs determined by the matrix M 2 ( q + ) is given by
where we have used equations (D15) and (D8), det t( q) is supposed as analytical function of z inside the unit circle with all the possible zeros as the regular ones, and P (±π) = det t(±π) is the Pfaffian of matrix T (±π). From equation (D16), we obtain the number difference
Note that P (±π) reduces to p(±π) when the two type states are not degenerated at the same momentum. Therefore, equation (D17) gives rise to the general results including the case (i).
For the case of more bands with overlapping, the problem can be treated similarly as discussed in section 4.2.
Finally, for a TI, the total number ∆N (Γ ) below the Fermi energy is obtained by summing all the contributions from the bands below the Fermi energy. Then P (±π) in equation (D17) is understood as the Pfaffian of matrix T (±π) operating on the space spanned by the states below the Fermi energy at q = ±π.
where
For the present system, the longest hopping distance is L = 1 and the number of sites in the unit cell is n = 2. In the spin-up space, the matrix h j (k) defined by equation (13) 
. For k y = 0, the matrix H(−1) is invertible. However, at k y = 0, H(−1) = τ + is not invertible, which results in the noninvertible of A c and thereby the uncertainty of the wave functions of scattering states.
For the edge states, we here consider only two cases of the parallel momentum at the TR invariant points k y = 0 and π below.
(i) Case of k y = 0. As noted above, since the scattering states at k y = 0 is not uniquely defined, the procedure for searching the edge states developed in section 3 is problematic. In this case, we investigate the edge states at k y = 0 by taking the limit k y → 0. According to our analysis, first, we need to know the rank of matrix A( q) at small k y from the band structure of the bulk states. To first order of k y , from equation (E6), the valence band is Clearly, these zeros are irregular ones with n i = 2. In the z plane, the matrix M ( q) is analytically defined on the two-sheet disk enclosed by the unit circle as shown in figure E3 . The two red points are the irregular zeros. The two sheets of the disk are dissected between the two zeros. Along the dashed line between the red point on the right and (1,0), the first sheet is smoothly attached to the second sheet. where N 0 is a normalization constant. The wave function is nonzero only for the unit cells at the odd sites j and is damping as j going into the interior of the graphene lattice.
Lastly, we would like to illustrate the definition of the contour integral in equation (25) for the present problem. The contour c can be defined as: starting from the point (1,0) on the first sheet of the disk, then running counterclockwise along the unit circle, finally getting to the point (1,0) on the second sheet.
Edge states of electrons in graphene as semi-metal
In the absence of the spin-orbit interactions, the conduction and valence bands touch at the Dirac points and graphene is a semi-metal without gap. The Hamiltonian reduces to H(k) = 0 t −k t k 0 , with t k = −[1 + exp(ik x ) + exp(ik y )].
Up to a normalization constant, the wave function of a bulk state in valence band is given by 
In the present case, we have m = 1 for the rank of the matrix A( q). Because of h(q) = H(−1) = τ + , the matrix A(q) is A(q) = h(q)w(q) = E(q) 0 , and thereby
M (q) = E(q).
From equation (E12), the maximum point of the energy is at q = k y /2 + π. According to our analysis, the zero point of M (q) should be q = k y /2 + π + iq i . Therefore, we have E 2 (q) = 3 + 2 cos k y − 4 cos k y /2 cosh(q i ) = 0,(E13) from which we get q i = − log(2 cos k y /2).
The condition that q i is positive requires 2π/3 < |k y | < π, in agreement with the existing work [6, 35, 51] . The wave function is obtained as where r = −2 cos k y /2 and N 0 is a normalization constant. 
Edge states in a d-wave superconductor
We consider a two-dimensional d-wave superconductor with a (11) edge as shown in figure E4 . The effective Hamiltonian for electrons is given by of the excited quasiparticles are
For brevity, we have suppressed the argument k y . A sketch of the energy as function of shifted momentum q is shown in figure E5 . The minimum point q 0 satisfies
with c 1 = 4 cos k y /2, and c 2 = 4∆ sin k y /2. From the band structure, we have m = 2 for k y = 0. The wavenumbers of two incoming waves q 1 and q 2 are related by cos q 1 + cos q 2 = 2 cos q 0 .
Construction of matrix A( q). For studying the edge states, we start to construct matrix A( q). Here, again h(q) = H(−1) is independent on q and is invertible. Therefore, we disregard h(q) for constructing A( q). In this case, the matrix M ( q) is obtained as
